CAN. CH. KISHNIGA’S SAINT DISMAS, FCHX, AM. FCH, TT-8-BZ

Dog
White and red
Whelped 8-4-1979
Bred by Drs. R. Meen & J. Reeve-Newson

Owner: Ms. Cathy McDonald
Gormley, ON

Am. Can. Ch. Kishniga’s Gallant Anubis
Can. Am. Ch. Kishniga’s Desert Song
Can. Ch. Ruby de Bolshoy

Kishniga’s Jasmine

Can. Am. Ch. Kishniga’s Desert Song
Can. Ch. Kishniga’s Alexis

Am. Can. Ch. Kishniga’s Poh Ardagan
Sirhan Podar of Sunbarr

Dam: Can. Ch. Kishniga’s Kassata
Can. Ch. Ruby de Bolshoy

Am. Can. Ch. Sirhan Rugay of Wilolea
Strela de la Polianka (Bel.)